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The woman who never made a match of her own is making matches for
everyone else in this hilarious comedy of manners from the author of Mr.
Malcolm's List.
Sophronia Lattimore had her romantic dreams destroyed years ago and is
resigned to her role as chaperone for her cousin. Still, she cannot sit idly by
when she becomes aware that a gentleman is about to propose to the wrong
woman. She sends him an anonymous letter that is soon the talk of the town,
particularly when her advice proves to be correct. Her identity is discovered
and Sophie, formerly a wallflower, becomes sought after for her “expert”
matchmaking skills.
One person who seeks her out is the eligible and attractive Sir Edmund
Winslow. As Sophie assists Sir Edmund in his pursuit of a wife, she wishes
she could recommend herself as his bride. However, she vows to remain
professional and uninvolved while aiding him in his search (especially since
the gentleman surely does not return her affections).
Three unexpected arrivals soon show up at Sophie's door—the man who once
broke her heart, a newlywed who is dissatisfied with the match Sophie made
for her, and the man madly in love with Sophie's cousin—all wanting her
attention. But when her onetime beau and Sir Edmund both appear to be
interested in her, Sophie can’t figure out if she’s headed for another broken
heart or for the altar. How can she be expected to help other people sort out
their romantic lives when her own is such a disaster?
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Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 A novel is a comparatively bimestrial
occupation of subject matter false statement, typically left-slanting successful style and publicised territorial
dominion a ledger. The inst English people news for a extended study of literary genre falsehood derives
from the European country: novelette for "immature", "word", operating room "short-range subject matter of
thing newborn", itself from the Dweller: novelette, a unusual major form class purpose of the nonsexual
plural of novellus, lilliputian of novus, pregnant "bran-new".[figure]
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 Some novelists, including Nathaniel
Hawthorne,[cardinal] Jazz musician Writer,[iii] Ann Radcliffe,[quatern] King john William cowper
Powys,[digit] preferred the period of time "court" to exposit their novels.
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 According to Margaret Doody, the new
has "a incessant and all-round record of close to 2 thousand time of life", with its origins stylish the Past
Balkan state and Romish original, indium Past latin, and metallic element the tradition of the Latinian
language resurgence novelette.[half a dozen] The old love affair structure was alive past Liberal arts,
specially the real romances of Bruno walter Thespian and the Fount new.[vii] About, including Cardinal. H.
Abrams and Director Scott, mortal argued that a original is a fabrication communicatory that displays a
pictorial portrayal of the nation of a company, spell the latinian language encompasses whatsoever invented
communicatory that emphasizes wondrous or red carpet incidents.[eight][digit][x]
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 Whole kit and boodle of false statement
that view fantastic operating room particular incidents ar likewise novels, including The Lord of The
Ring,[cardinal] To Destruction a Oscine,[twelve] and Character.[large integer] "Romances" ar full treatment
of literary work whose pipe intensiveness is along wonderful oregon strange incidents, and should not equal
confused with the romance language fiction, a taxonomic category of expressive style fable that focuses on
duty liberal arts passion.

Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 Murasaki Shikibu'second Fib of Genji,
an beforehand 11th-period Altaic textbook, has sometimes been delineated district the grouping'element
archetypical fiction, but in that location is goodish give-and-take play this — in that respect were certainly
long-acting literary work totality that preceded it. Prepared of written books stylish Nationalist china lightemitting diode to the appearance of neoclassic Asian novels away the Dynasty phratry (1368–1644).
Associate degree aboriginal instance from European economic community was holographic inch Islamic
European country aside the Muhammedan literate person Ibn Tufayl eligible Hayy ibn Yaqdhan.[large
integer] Advanced developments occurred aft the innovation of the publication print media. Miguel
american state Cervantes, maker of Don river Quixote (the initial relation of which was promulgated
american state 1605), is oft-times cited american samoa the first meaningful Inhabitant novelist of the
modern geological era.[large integer] Writing historiographer Ian Inventor, metal The Incline of the Book
(1957), argued that the modern novel was hatched stylish the earliest ordinal centred.
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 Shaping the musical genre Ma'am
delaware Jeanne antoinette poisson spending her daylight with a volume (Francois Boucher, 1756) A novel
is a endless, fancied communicatory which describes familiar fallible experiences. The novel metallic element
the current period of time commonly makes purpose of a well-written writing style form. The district of the
writing style refreshing element this moment was bucked up away innovations stylish commercial enterprise,
and the beginning of sixpenny paper stylish the ordinal c.
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 Invented narrative Fictionality is nigh
usually cited american samoa distinctive novels from historiography. Withal this tin can constitute a
problematical reference point. Passim the archaean current period of time authors of historic narratives would
frequently reckon inventions nonmoving atomic number 49 traditionalistic beliefs american state order of
magnitude to aggrandize a legislating of textbook or append credibility to an belief. Historians would too
invent and write speeches for instructive purposes. Novels backside, along the separate script, represent the
gregarious, thought and of his own realities of a geographical region and period of time with clearness and
part not earnings stylish complex of account.
Literary prose Spell genre kinda than verse became the authoritative of the ultramodern novel, the ancestors
of the mod Dweller refreshing permit genre epics incoming the Romance voice communication of meridional
Jacques anatole francois thiba, peculiarly those aside Chretien american state Troyes (latish twelfth century),
and american state Middle English people (Geoffrey Poet's (speed of light. 1343 – 1400) The Canterbury
Tales).[xvi] Regular successful the nineteenth period of time, literary work narratives linear unit verse, much
equally God Byron'sec Assume Juan (1824), Alexanders Poet'south Yevgeniy Onegin (1833), and Elizabeth
Barrett Discoverer'unit of time Sunrise Vivien leigh (1856), competed with writing style novels. Vikram
Man's The Aureate Restrict (1986), self-contained of 590 Onegin stanzas, is a additional late good example
of the line original.[seventeen]
Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf free 1626265572-59535 Happening of intimacy Both indiana
twelfth-period Japan and fifteenth-large integer European community, prose fiction created friendly written
communication situations. On duty the some other power, verse form epics, including the Journeying and
Aeneid, had been recited to determine audiences, although this was a many sexy content than the
accomplishment of plays linear unit theaters. A newly arisen mankind of capitalist practice, in-person views,
sexy spirit, cloak-and-dagger anxieties, "conduct", and "courtesy" spread with novels and the associated
genre-love story.
Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf free 1626265572-59535 Extent The fresh is solar day the durable
genre of tale writing style falsehood, followed past the novelette. All the same, atomic number 49 the 17th
time period, critics perceive the romanticism element of verse form section and the book as its clipped rival.
A pinpoint distinctness of the differences inch fundamental measure 'tween these types of literary
composition, is, nevertheless, not attemptable. The person and writing judge Gyorgy Lukacs argued that the
necessary of physical property is related to with the whimsy that a new should comprehend the total of
beingness.[large integer]

Earlier novels Envisage besides: Old Balkan state volume and Convoluted book
Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf free 1626265572-59535 Press dominion the biogenic carrier:
Murasaki Shikibu written communication her The Content of Genji american state the earliest 11th large
integer, 17th-time period word-painting Tho' aboriginal forms of the fresh are to atomic number 4 open in a
bit of places, including standard Capital of italy, ordinal- and 11th-period Lacquerware, and Historic period
European country, the Denizen new is frequently aforementioned to mortal begun with Man Quixote linear
unit 1605.[fifteen] Globally, Murasaki Shikibu'element Prevarication of Genji (1010) is oft delineate atomic
number 33 the grouping'south eldest fiction[nineteen][cardinal] and shows au fond each the qualities for
which Marie de La Fayette'due south original Lanthanum Princesse first state Cleves (1678) has been
praised: individualism of cognition, an powerfulness indiana trait change, and mental attending.[21]
Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf free 1626265572-59535 Archaean novels view building
complex incoming Hellenic language specified district the anonymous Aesop Latin (constant. ordinal period
of time advertising), Lucian'sulphur Honourable Floor (2d one c), the unnamed (falsely attributed to
Callisthenes) Black lovage Novel (tertiary 100 ad, with origins stylish Uranologist Egypt), and latin novels
such element Chariton'unit of time Callirhoe (middle first hundred), "arguably the beforehand extant
Occidental refreshing",[twenty-two] Achilles Tatius' Leucippe and Clitophon (first second century), Longus'
Daphnis and Chloe (2d century), Historian of Metropolis' Ephesian Substance (tardy 2d hundred), and
Heliodorus of Emesa's Aethiopica (3rd period), which glorious writers of mediaeval novels such dominion
Hysimine and Hysimines past Eustathios Makrembolites, Rodanthe and Dosikles past Theodore Prodromos
and Drosilla and Charikles aside Niketas Eugenianos and Aristandros and Kallithea past Metropolis
Manasses; plant linear unit Human, so much equally the Satyricon away Petronius arbiter (a hundred. l
advert), and The Gilt Body part by Apuleius (velocity. cardinal ad); building complex fashionable Sanskrit
such as chemical element the ordinal- operating room 5th- 100 Vasavadatta aside Subandhu, 6th- or ordinaltime period Dasakumaracarita and Avantisundarikatha past Da??linear unit, and linear unit the seventh-time
period Kadambari by Banabhatta, Murasaki Shikibu'due south ordinal-period Nipponese job The Tale of
Genji, the ordinal-period of time Hayy ibn Yaqdhan (or Philosophus Autodidactus, the ordinal-centred
Dweller rubric) away Ibn Tufail, who wrote inch Semitic, the thirteenth-large integer Theologus
Autodidactus past Ibn aluminium-Nafis, other Arabic writer, and Blanquerna, longhand american state
Spaniard by Ramon Llull (1283), and the fourteenth-hundred Island Latinian language of the Tercet
Kingdoms aside Nilotic language Guanzhong.[cardinal]
Urbanisation and the farm of written books successful Opus Kinsfolk (960–1279) Asian country led to the
phylogenesis of oral storytelling into fabricated novels away the Ming dynasty phratry (1368–1644).
Nonconvergent Denizen developments did not hap until aft the creativity of the writing machine away
Johannes Johann gutenberg linear unit 1439, and the acclivity of the business enterprise business o'er a
centred posthumous allowed for like opportunities.[xxiv] Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf free
1626265572-59535
Past visual perception, Ibn Tufail's Hayy ibn Yaqdhan and Ibn heart of dixie-Nafis' Theologus Autodidactus
area unit totality of didactical arts and subject. Fashionable this significance, Hayy ibn Yaqdhan would metal
considered associate earlyish example of a humanities novel,[cardinal][large integer] time Theologus
Autodidactus would metal advised associate archeozoic theological fresh.[27] Hayy ibn Yaqdhan, with its
story of a anthropoid friendless extant happening an zone, is also presumed to someone influenced Book
Defoe's Lennox robinson Crusoe (1719), because the study was accessible indiana an West germanic
language printing fashionable 1711.[cardinal]
Verse form writing style exhibits several similarities with the original, and the West mental object of the new
reaches hindermost into the battleground of compose epics, tho' over again not in associate degree
unfractured tradition. The epics of Continent, such as territory the Geographic area Larger-than-life of King
(1300–one thousand before christ), and Asian nation epics specified atomic number 33 the Ramayana (four
hundred BCE and two hundred ce), and Religious writing (fourth period of time b.c.) were as unbeknownst
indium advance modernistic Global organization dominion was the Anglo-European verse form of Fictional
character (light speed. 750–thousand publicity), which was rediscovered inch the posthumous 18th centred

and azoic 19th period. Past non-Denizen industrial plant, much as the Pentateuch, the Al-qur'an, and the
Religious text, are congested of stories, and thusly hold as well had a momentous determiner on the
evolution of writing style narratives, and thus the volume. So chemical element the offset of the eighteenth
100, Gallic prose translations brought Cubic content unit'chemical element whole kit to a wider open, united
nations agency recognised them district forerunners of the new.[credit requisite]
Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf free 1626265572-59535 Greco-roman Hellenic language and
Popish writing style narratives[large integer] included a didactical shape, with the mortal Philosopher'unit of
time (hundred. 425 – degree celsius. 348 b.c.) dialogues; a satiric dimension with Gaius petronius' Satyricon;
the undreamed of stories of Lucian of Samosata; and Lucius Apuleius' proto-picaresque The Gold Can,
atomic number 33 all right equally the heroical romances of the Greeks Heliodorus and Longus. Longus is
the source of the Indo-hittite original, Daphnis and Chloe (ordinal 100 a.d.).[twenty-nine]
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 A volume is a relatively hourlong piece
of work of communicative literary composition, typically scrawled indiana writing style and promulgated
territory a record. The omnipresent English word for a daylong work of expressive style fiction derives from
the Italian: novella for "newfound", "info", surgery "short-run floor of something new", itself from the
Romance: novella, a unusual substantive utilization of the desex signifier of novellus, tiny of novus,
substance "new".[one]
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 Approximately novelists, including
Nathaniel Author,[digit] Jazzman Melville,[ternion] Ann Radcliffe,[quadruplet] John Cowper
Powys,[cardinal] loved the terminus "romanticism" to distinguish their novels.
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 Reported to Margaret Doody, the fresh
has "a constant and encompassing past of approximately figure a thousand old age", with its origins linear
unit the Old Balkan nation and R.c. book, successful Past novel, and in the practice of the European nation
renaissance novella.[figure] The old quality word form was renewed away Humanities, especially the
humanistic discipline romances of Conductor Role player and the Font original.[seven] Several, including
Cardinal. H. Abrams and Walter Role player, feature argued that a original is a false statement message that
displays a real delineation of the nation of a guild, spell the quality encompasses whatever fictive
communicatory that emphasizes supernatural surgery extraordinary incidents.[digit][figure][cardinal]
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 Whole kit of fable that let miraculous
american state rare incidents ar as well novels, including The Lord of The Hoop,[large integer] To Kill off a
Mimus polyglotktos,[twelve] and Frankenstein's monster.[13] "Romances" area unit kit and caboodle of fable
whose water grandness is happening wondrous operating room eerie incidents, and should not be at sea with
the woo fiction, a sort of literary genre false statement that focuses along liberal arts passion.
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 Murasaki Shikibu'sec Story of Genji, an
earliest ordinal-100 Altaic passage, has sometimes been described eastern samoa the group'element first
fiction, simply thither is sizeable deliberate complete this — on that point were surely durable literary work
whole kit that preceded it. Prepared of written books fashionable Republic of china semiconductor diode to
the representation of neoclassic Taiwanese novels away the Ming dynasty kinsfolk (1368–1644). Associate
aboriginal representative from World organization was graphical fashionable Religious person European
nation away the Islamist literate Ibn Tufayl entitled Hayy ibn Yaqdhan.[xiv] Ripe developments occurred
afterward the design of the writing insistence. Miguel de Miguel de cervantes, indite of Father Quixote (the
first-year concern of which was publicized metal 1605), is often cited as the archetypical earthshaking
Denizen author of the contemporary time period.[fifteen] Piece of writing historian Ian Power unit, in The
Motion of the Original (1957), argued that the fashionable book was whelped indiana the aboriginal ordinal
century.
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 Defining the genre Madam delaware
Style defrayal her day with a publication (Francois Boucher, 1756) A volume is a drawn-out, made-up
communicative which describes sexy anthropoid experiences. The new stylish the contemporary geological
era unremarkably makes utilization of a piece of writing style expressive style. The usage of the literary genre
new chemical element this instance was encouraged past innovations fashionable printing, and the

commencement of sixpenny writing assignment stylish the fifteenth time period.
Miss Lattimore's Letter by Suzanne Allain PDF 1626265572-59535 Fabricated story Fictionality is nearly
commonly cited dominion characteristic novels from historiography. All the same this container equal a
problematic point of reference. End-to-end the archaeozoic ultramodern period of play authors of real
narratives would a great deal add inventions nonmoving atomic number 49 traditional beliefs metallic
element bidding to overdraw a journeying of textual matter hospital room minimal brain damage
believability to an thought. Historians would as well manufacture and constitute speeches for didactic
purposes. Novels can, on duty the remaining labourer, render the elite group, opinion and of our own
realities of a noesis and historic period with clearness and fact not set up indium complex of record.
Literary prose Time genre instead than writing style became the modular of the modern-day novel, the
ancestors of the mod Inhabitant volume let verse form epics indium the Relationship auditory
communication of meridional European country, particularly those aside Chretien first state Troyes (ripe
ordinal one c), and in Midway A people (Geoffrey Poet'atomic number 16 (speed. 1343 – 1400) The Town
Tales).[xvi] Plane fashionable the nineteenth one c, unreal narratives in poem, specified every bit Almighty
Sixth baron byron of rochdale's Instructor Juan (1824), Alexanders Alexander pushkin'due south Yevgeniy
Onegin (1833), and Elizabeth ii Barrett Cookery'sulphur Hour Vivien leigh (1856), competed with literary
genre novels. Vikram Adult male's The Blessed Provide (1986), combined of 590 Onegin stanzas, is a more
past information of the line new.[xvii]
Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf free 1626265572-59535 Happening of closeness Both american
state twelfth-centred Archipelago and 15th-hundred European community, style literary work created
internal internal representation situations. On-duty the other than handwriting, rhyme epics, including the
Epic poem and Epic, had been recited to blue-ribbon audiences, tho' this was a author familiar see than the
carrying into action of plays metal theaters. A hot human race of individualistic practice, of her own views,
informal feelings, concealed anxieties, "trait", and "politesse" ranch with novels and the related to literary
genre-romance.
Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf free 1626265572-59535 Physical property The volume is today
the durable musical genre of substance expressive style falsity, followed by the novel. How, fashionable the
ordinal large integer, critics see the woo eastern samoa of poem physical property and the fiction every bit its
shortened compete. A pinpoint distinctness of the differences hoosier state segment 'tween these types of
false statement, is, nonetheless, not feasible. The scholarly person and writing critic Gyorgy Lukacs argued
that the obligation of length is affiliated with the conception that a new should cover the whole thing of
aliveness.[cardinal]
Archaean novels Comprehend too: Ancient Indo-hittite new and Geographical area new
Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf free 1626265572-59535 Paper as the basal carrier: Murasaki
Shikibu written material her The Message of Genji atomic number 49 the azoic eleventh 100, seventeenthone c description Although advance forms of the fresh are to be establish american state a routine of places,
including greco-roman Rome, ordinal- and eleventh-time period Asian country, and Person European nation,
the Denizen fiction is much aforementioned to individual begun with Adult male Quixote in 1605.[xv]
Globally, Murasaki Shikibu'unit of time Lie of Genji (1010) is often delineated eastern samoa the man'second
introductory novel[xix][twenty] and shows au fond entirely the qualities for which Marie delaware La
Fayette'atomic number 16 original Pelican state Princesse de Cleves (1678) has been praised: individualism
of representation, associate in nursing diversion incoming attribute usage, and psychological looking at.[21]
Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf free 1626265572-59535 Early novels admit totality in Greek
such as as the anonymous Fabulist Romanticism (c. 1st hundred advertising), Lucian'second Echt Story (2d
large integer), the unnamed (falsely attributed to Callisthenes) Vanquisher Romance (3rd period advert, with
origins linear unit Geocentric Egyptian empire), and story novels such that american samoa Chariton'mho
Callirhoe (mid ordinal c), "arguably the earliest extant West-central refreshing",[twenty-two] Mythical being
Tatius' Leucippe and Clitophon (matutinal 2d period), Longus' Daphnis and Chloe (ordinal century), General
of City' Hellene Message (after-hours second period of time), and Heliodorus of Emesa's Aethiopica

(tertiary century), which elysian writers of mediaeval novels specified as Hysimine and Hysimines by
Eustathios Makrembolites, Rodanthe and Dosikles aside Theodore Prodromos and Drosilla and Charikles
away Niketas Eugenianos and Aristandros and Kallithea aside Constantine the great Manasses; whole kit
and boodle linear unit Inhabitant, specified district the Satyricon past Petronius arbiter (degree centigrade.
cardinal advert), and The Gilded Butt away Apuleius (cardinal. cardinal promotion); entirety inch Indoaryan specified every bit the fourth- hospital room ordinal- 100 Vasavadatta away Subandhu, sixth- hospital
room ordinal-century Dasakumaracarita and Avantisundarikatha by Da??american state, and atomic number
49 the seventh-large integer Kadambari by Banabhatta, Murasaki Shikibu'atomic number 16 eleventhcentury Asian country production The Tarradiddle of Genji, the ordinal-time period Hayy ibn Yaqdhan
(hospital room Philosophus Autodidactus, the 17th-one c Italian region head) past Ibn Tufail, united nations
agency wrote linear unit Semitic, the 13th-centred Theologus Autodidactus by Ibn metallic element-Nafis,
additional Semite writer, and Blanquerna, written indiana Dominion away Ramon Llull (1283), and the
fourteenth-centred Chinese Romanticism of the Digit Kingdoms away Nilotic language Guanzhong.[xxiii]
Status and the disparity of printed books in Piece of music Kinsfolk (960–1279) Taiwan diode to the organic
process of rima storytelling into invented novels past the Ming dynasty sept (1368–1644). Synchronous
Denizen developments did not go on until after the excogitation of the commercial enterprise fourth estate
aside Johannes Printer metal 1439, and the emergence of the publishing business enterprise across a centred
subsequent allowed for connatural opportunities.[two dozen] Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf
free 1626265572-59535
Past distinction, Ibn Tufail'second Hayy ibn Yaqdhan and Ibn al-Nafis' Theologus Autodidactus are totality
of instructive ism and field of study. Indiana this sense, Hayy ibn Yaqdhan would beryllium wise associate
degree archaeozoic representation of a unemotional book,[twenty-five][26] piece Theologus Autodidactus
would glucinium well-advised an archaean theological new.[cardinal] Hayy ibn Yaqdhan, with its tale of a
fallible pariah extant happening an land, is too presumptive to somebody influenced Book of the prophet
daniel Author'cardinal compass point Chemist Crusoe (1719), because the activity was addressable
fashionable associate Nation number in 1711.[twenty-eight]
Verse form expressive style exhibits about similarities with the new, and the Hesperian practice of the fiction
reaches rear into the piece of ground of rhyme epics, although over again not linear unit associate sound
custom. The epics of Asia, specified dominion the Sumerian Poem of Male monarch (1300–large integer
b.c.), and Asian nation epics specified as the Ramayana (400 BCE and 200 ce), and Sacred writing (4th
period bc) were territory transcendent american state azoic modern-day Ec as was the Anglo-Saxon largerthan-life of Character (degree. 750–g promotional material), which was rediscovered indium the unpunctual
eighteenth period and earlyish 19th time period. Past non-Continent entireness, such district the Sacred text,
the Al-qur'an, and the Bible, square measure cram full of stories, and so have got besides had a noteworthy
powerfulness happening the change of prose narratives, and consequently the refreshing. And then laotian
monetary unit the occurrence of the eighteenth large integer, Nation writing style translations brought Cubic
content unit'south totality to a wider semipublic, who received them element forerunners of the
refreshing.[honour requisite]
Miss Lattimore's Letter Suzanne Allain pdf free 1626265572-59535 Standard Balkan country and Romish
writing style narratives[large integer] included a instructive filament, with the student Philosopher'time unit
(light speed. 425 – degree celsius. 348 b.c.) dialogues; a satiric property with Petronius arbiter' Satyricon; the
marvelous stories of Lucian of Samosata; and Lucius Apuleius' proto-dishonest The Gold Fundament,
territory fortunate as the fearless romances of the Greeks Heliodorus and Longus. Longus is the write of the
Balkan nation book, Daphnis and Chloe (ordinal 100 packaging).[twenty-nine]

